In this paper we prove a strong version of the Bore&Cantelli lemma. Our proof is based on a convergence theorem in martingale theory and a local convergence theorem for sequences of positive random variables [5] . We then apply our result (Theorem 2) to deduce both a form of the Borel-Cantelli lemma due to Dubins and Freedman [ 11, and a more recent result due to Hill [2] . We also prove a'strong law of large numbers for sequences of positive random variables (Theorem 4), and as an application we prove a convergence theorem on infinite series that is a generalization of a theorem of Dini [2, 31.
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PRELIMINARIES
Let (Q,.lT, P) be a probability space and (;",, n > 1) an increasing sequence of sub-a-fields of .F. A sequence (X,, n > 1) of random variables is said to be adapted if for each n > 1, X, is LF,-measurable. For p E [ 1, +co) we denote by Lp(Q,Y, P) the space of random variables of pth integrable power. For an adapted sequence of integrable random variables (Xn,n>/ 1) we define (Sn,n> 1) by, s,= + xi. We start out with a lemma. o+wf-p(x) dx < co.
We now prove the main theorem.
THEOREM 2. Let (X,, n > 1) be an adapted sequence of random variables such that 0 < X, < 1 for each n > 1. Letf: [0, co) + R be a strictly positive and increasing function such that sic0 f -"(x) dx < 00 for some pE [1, 2] . Then s -s "!%&f <* as. Next we use Theorem 2 to deduce the versions of the Borel-Cantelli lemma given in [ 1, 2] . The sequence (X,, n > 1) will be as in Theorem 2, and for k > 1 we let log,x be the kth iterated logarithm of x (e.g., log,x = log log log x). (i) For k > 1 we define fk: [ak, +co) + F? by fk(x) = (x log, x ... log,-1 x log; X)"P where ak is taken to be large enough so that fk is well defined, strictly positive and increasing. Let$,*: [0, co) --t IR be the extension off that is identically equal to fk(a,) on the interval [0, a,); f c is strictly positive and increasing. Moreover, (2) It is an easy exercise to generalize Theorem 2 to an adapted sequence of nonnegative uniformly bounded random variables.
(3) Suppose that f satisfies the following condition: for any two sequences of real numbers (a,, n > 1) and (6,, n > 1) such that lim n+too (a,/&J = 1, I&,,, The functions (fk, k > 1) in the proof of Corollary 3 satisfy the condition above.
Next we prove a strong law of large numbers for sequences of positive random variables. As an application we prove a result on infinite series that is a simultaneous generalization of a theorem of Dini 13, p. 2901, and Lemma 1 in [2] . Q.E.D.
